
FROM TEN TO SEVENTY-THOUSAND KILOCYCLES
This diagram shows very clearly how the frequency spectrum between these two widely separated points is

divided, and a very good idea of the comparative width of the band set aside for broadcasting may be had

Why Not Try the Short Waves
In Which the Appetite of the Broadcast Listener Is Whetted A Receiver for Exploring the Nether

Regions of the Wavelength Spectrum, Where a Real Taste of Internationalism Is Possible

By KEITH HENNEY

k
UT of a total number of frequencies avail-

able for radio communication amounting
to some 60 million, the broadcasting

band occupies only one million a very small

band indeed. What goes on in the other bands
has been, until recently, a closed book to the vast

majority of listeners because of the language used

there the International Morse code. Now, how-

ever, there are at least three American broad-

casting stations using voice and music to modu-
late waves in these vast open spaces outside of

our familiar broadcasting band, so that ad-

venturing into the other 59 million frequencies is

not too devoid of interest.

For many months the General Electric Com-
pany has put programs into the ether experi-

mentally on a wavelength of 32.79 (9150 kc.)

meters, and the 63-meter (4760 kc.) signals of

the Westinghouse station KDKA are already too

well known to need introduction. Recently WLW
at Cincinnati has been using a band at 52 meters

(5750 kc.) for rebroadcasting their regular pro-

grams and, according to reports, a 3O-meter

(999O-kc.) station operated in Eindthoven, Hol-

land, can be heard during the early evening hours

in the United States. Also, as this is being written

(July) a station near Quebec is testing on ap-

proximately 32 meters (9380 kc.) and signing cs.

Here are five landmarks for which anyone
equipped with a short-wave set can go seeking.

Fortunately, it is possible to build a receiver for

the high frequencies in a very simple manner

Director of the Laboratory

indeed, and with removable coils one can cover

the entire range from below about ten meters

(30,000 kc.) to something beyond the broad-

casting band, thereby opening up a vast expanse
of receiving territory unfamiliar to the average

listener, and filled with interesting goings-on.
The usual short-wave receiver uses only two

tubes since headphone reception is the rule. The
first tube is a detector, which may be made to os-

cillate, or not, as the operator desires, and the

second tube is used in a transformer-coupled

amplifier. If loud speaker signals are desired it is

only necessary to provide an additional stage,

preferably equipped with a power tube.

I FREQUENCIES AVAILABLE FOR AMATEUR USE

j
A MATEURS in the United States oper-

\
** ate in bands set aside for their use as

I shown in the table below. Other interesting

I services carried on the high frequencies are

| given in the box on page 291 :
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MADE IN THE LABORATORY
The short-wave receiver here shown employs REL coils, National con-

densers, X-L binding posts, etc. The circuit is basically the same as that

shown in Fig. i

THE RECEIVER DESCRIBED IN THIS ARTICLE
The parts list and panel layout for this particular receiver are given
on this page while the circuit diagram appears as Fig. i, on page 291

Marshall's kit includes coils, coil socket, and
three condensers and lists at $23.00. Other kits

of coils are sold by the Aero Products Company
as indicated on the list of parts in this article,

and that sold by J. Gross which lists at $27. go.

Aero also stocks a short-wave drilled and en-

graved foundation unit listing at $5.75.

THE ANTENNA

THE
antenna used with these receivers may

be of practically any type, long or short. A
long outside antenna will naturally give the

better DX results, though the coupling between

the primary and secondary coil will have to be

reduced or perhaps a series condenser inserted

in the lead-in, if it is found that the set refuses to

oscillate over a certain band. This is probably
due to absorption by the antenna. A little experi-

menting with the coupling or perhaps changing
the antenna length or position will usually

remedy this.

Another point which is important in making
a set of this character oscillate evenly over the

entire band is the grid leak. For best results a

high-resistance leak should be used, say of 6-10

megohms. The detector tube should go in and
out of oscillation easily when the regeneration
condenser is varied. As seen from the circuit

diagram the set may be grounded on the negative
return (dotted lines) or not, according to which

connection gives the better results. A little time

spent in becoming familiar with the adjustments
of the set will tend to insure better results and

at the same time preclude unnecessary dis-

appointments.
The variable condenser used for tuning the set

illustrated in Fig. i is one of 100 micro-microfarad

(o.oooi-mfd.) capacity. While this condenser

does not quite cover the entire bands it does

spread out the availa-

ble bands and makes

tuning much easier. If

it is desired to cover

every wavelength
over the full range a

small shunt con-

denser may be placed

across the main con-

denser and be oper-
ated with a switch.

A straight frequency-
line condenser is used for tuning. The regen-
eration control condenser may be of any type
as this control is not at all critical.

A list of parts for this Aero receiver, shown

_r
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ANOTHER SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
Silver-Marshall parts form the basis

of this efficient and compact receiver

PANEL LAYOUT OF THE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER

diagramatically in Fig. i, made in the Labora-

tory, and used at 2 GY, is given below, and panel
and sub-panel layouts are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

LIST OF PARTS

Li, L2 , L3 Short-Wave Kit Consisting

of Coils Nos. i, 2, and 3 with Pri-

mary and Plug-In Mounting, Aero

Products Company (i 5-1 1 im.) . $12.50
L?. Coils Nos. 4 and 5, Aero Products

Company ( 1 19-550 m.) . . . 8.00

L4 Silver-Marshall Short-Wave Choke .60

Ci Hammarlund Variable Condenser,

100 Mmfd 4 .25

Co Precise Variable Condenser, 135

Mmfd 2.00

C3 Sangamo o.oooi-Mfd. Grid Con-

denser with Mounting ... .40

RI Grid Leak, 10 Megohms ... .50

R2 Frost 2o-Ohm Rheostat ... .50

Rs Amperite and Mounting, i-A . i . 10

T! Samson 6: i Audio Transformer . 5.00
Two Benjamin Spring Sockets . . . i . 50

Yaxley Single-Circuit Jack ... .50

Yaxley Combination Switch and Pilot

Light 75

Two Benjamin Brackets .... .70

Five Eby Binding Posts .... .75

Two Karas Vernier Dials . . . . 7.00
Radion Hard Rubber Panel 7 x 18 x

,"

Inches 2.50
Radion Hard Rubber Sub-Panel 5 x

165 x T
3
ff
Inches 1 .65

Wire, Screws, Etc .50

A SUB-PANEL LAYOUT OF THE RECEIVER

TOTAL

ACCESSORIES NEEDED

2 cx~3Oi-A Type Tubes
i 45-Volt B Battery
Pair of Phones

Antenna and Ground Connections

1.70


